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Technical Disdosure
Resolution of a hetercdyne interferometer is limited by a parasitic leakage c a l l e d "setf-interference". It occurs, for example, when an optical signal instead of going to4he target goes along the reference path due.to optics imperfections, misalignment, and scattering. It manifests itsetf as a heterodyne signal with a wrong phase that competes with h heterodyne signal with the right phase. If the "good" signal i s unattenuated by the optical losses, then the seJfinterference limits the typical interferometer resolution to about 1 nm. If the 'good" signal is attenuated by the opticai losses due to, for example, d*Hfraction over 1 m g target d' rstances, poor target reflectitity, or aperturing of the beam then parasitic signal with the wrong phase can actually dominate over the desired signal and therefore render the interferometer inoperable. Figure I , the demodulation is performed a t I$ which downconverts the Q-f and Q+f components into the beat a t the heterodyne frequency.
The key feature of this signal processing scheme is that the magnitude of the produced heterodyne signal is proportional to sin(nnWc), Sasin(nQwc) where c -speed of light and LD is the total pathlength difference between the two arms of the interferometer and consists of the pathlength due to target separation (L) and the internal pathlength mismatch of the interferemeter (LINT): LD=L+L~M The above dependencies allow one to suppress the unwanted signals resulting from self-interference, The selfItnerference results from the non-ideal operation of the interferometer.
First, a portion of the s-polarized beam instead of being entirely reflected by the second P8S toward the target i s transmitted directly into the signal photodetector. Similarly, a small portion of the beam travelling to the target may instead be scattered back by the PBS and quarter-wave surfaces. These beams would generate an self-interference beat with a wrong phase in the regular heterodyne interferometer, but in this implementation they are suppressed by the sin(nQLdc). In this case, because the s-polarized beam did not travel to the target, the pathlength difference between the two legs of the interferometer is oniy the internal pathlelength difference, Le. ~= L I M , which can be made to be very small. Assuming that the interferometer is optimized for operation with a target distance of L, i.e. sin(nnLdc) i s an appriciable number, the selfinteference signal is suppressed by a factor of L/Llw.
A second source of self-interference results from the s-polarized beam travelling to the target twice. This results from polarization optics and alignment imperfections. This source of self-interference is significant only for low-loss interferometers. In high-loss interferometers it is greatly suppressed by the 10% associated with an additional roundtrip to the target. The magnitude of the doubie-pass self-interference signal in the Heterodyne lnteferometer with a Phase Modulated Source is proportional to sin(2nQLdc) and therefore can be suppressed by chosing In effect, phase modulation of the source marks the desired signal returning from the target with an intensity modulation a t the frequency of phase modulation. For other signals the phase modulation of the carrier does ' not result in appriciable intensity moduiation and they are suppressed by demodulation a t the frequencY of phase modula tion. 
